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Values  

• Professional in Approach  

• Proactive & Innovative  

• Proud of our Client Services  

• Putting public safety first  

• Promoting and growing our team  

 

Mission  

SES Group is committed to providing 

an experienced, professional security 

service, which protects the public, 

invests in people development, and 

strives to continually improve indus-

try standards. 

 

Vision  

SES Group is committed to realising 

the vision of creating a successful, 

recognised, and sustainable Security 

& Event Management Company with 

a clear commitment to the            

professionalisation of its workforce.  

 

Model  

SES Group installs a service delivery 

model that ensures a continued    

improvement; constantly reviewing 

where the business is and where it 

can go, maintaining continuous     

improvement of service provisions 

and exceeding client needs.   

Brief History 

SES Group is a family owned, private, award-winning security and crowd management 
company. Founded in 1998 by Dr Tony Ball, and originally named Show and Events       
Security, the company delivers specialised security provisions throughout the UK and has 
an industry leading in-house training academy which delivers a bespoke continuous     
professional development programme. This programme signposts and provides the     
necessary training and development required for an SES Group employee to progress 
their career. 

For over 20 years, SES Group have been delivering security services for a diverse client 
base, enhancing, and consolidating a superb reputation in the industry. SES Group has a 
competitive advantage over many other security providers. This is owing to the ability to 
pull on a highly trained events labour force to provide stability for security contracts 
where relief or additional personnel are required. A pool of trained, licensed, and vetted 
security officers caters for the diverse and wide-ranging client base. 

The business has honed its skills over the years to ensure it delivers an effective, reliable 
security solutions tailored to the needs of each of its clients, and a personable and      
professional approach has seen SES Group build a superb reputation in the industry. Over 
the years SES Group have been entrusted to manage some of the country’s largest 
events, including the Tour de France, the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee celebrations and    
London’s new year eve celebrations; this along with providing static security solutions to 
the busiest transport hubs and corporate solutions to world renowned locations. 

Services Offered 

 

 



The SES Academy  

As well as offering comprehensive 

security solutions for clients of all 

sizes, SES Group have a security 

training academy, educating, and de-

veloping security personnel accord-

ing to SES Group’s own exacting 

standards, values and guidelines.  

Individuals that come through the 

security courses work towards the 

following objectives: 

• Raise the standards of SES Group 

at all levels.  

• Improve the quality of service 

that SES Group provides.  

• Improve employee engagement 

and motivation.  

• Raise the standards in the private 

security industry.  

The SES Academy has been created 

to ensure that SES Group has a train-

ing and education vehicle through 

which both internal and external cus-

tomers can meet and surpass the 

everchanging certification and quali-

fication needs of the professional 

security industry.  

The Academy provides a flexible and 

innovative approach to client-specific 

training. This training and education 

complies with the standards set by 

the regulating bodies, including 

NCFE, BIIAB, EDEXCEL, HIGHFIELD, as 

well as those defined by further and 

higher education partners, providing 

a comprehensive model of training 

and education from Levels 1-7. 

 

 

Service Streams 

SES Group can provide services in a number of sectors; this aside from the additional   
services, support and expertise we can offer through our market leading business        
division’s renowned for Crowd Management, Event & Venue Security and Stewarding 
along with our up and coming Aviation Division and establishment of education and   
training for both our workforce and client’s staff through the SES Training Academy. 

Retail - SES Group provide security provisions within the   
Retail Sector, installing services within the environments of a 
worldwide sporting retail outlet that often requires specialist 
services due to major sporting figure attendance.  

 

 

Corporate Security - SES Group have provided corporate 
security provisions to some of the UK’s most iconic buildings. 
Being able to draw on Police, Military and Iconic experience, 
allows us to install bespoke services.  

 

 

Rail - Already a leading UK service provider of the rail        
industry, SES Group can provide a comprehensive service 
provision within this sector in disciplines such as Gateline 
Officers, Security Officers, Mobile Patrol Officers and Covert 
Teams.  

 

Logistics - Creating secure environments for gateline,        
internal and external areas. SES Group can provide a range 
of disciplines within this sector with additional consultant 
support, already servicing a national network. 

 

Shopping Centre - Our ability to install any environment   
derives from our previous practices of providing not just   
underpinning level services, but those that include specialist 
provisions for the management of celebrity attendance or 
major events. 

 

Key Holding & Response - SES Group not only offer key  
holding and response provisions, but also the additional   
service or being able to have response drivers that have 
scenes of crime training; tasked with the component of  
identifying, securing and preserving vital evidence on arrival.  

 

Property Inspections - SES Group have a specialist Health & 
Safety property management team; utilising a tailored     
reporting system to ensure everything is recorded for audit 
or insurance purposes. The inspections cover Fire Safety, 
Electrical & Gas Safety and General Safety. 

 

Aviation - Having only recently broken into the Aviation   
Sector, we can now offer decades of combined experience in 
a multitude of aviation security procedures. Whether it is 
airside or landslide, we have the ability to provide a robust 
and tailored service.  

 

24hr CCTV Control Room - 24hr Point of Contact, Emergency 
Support Centre, Escalation/Response/Incident Reporting and 
Scheduling/Manpower. 



Services we can provide 

• Covert Testing of passenger bags 
using both standard and           
non-standard test pieces, along 
with commercial and improvised 
detonators 

• Covert Testing of staff bags and 
bodies in the above format 

• EU Standard X-Ray Overt Testing 
• Access Control 
• OOG and Hold Baggage  
• Hostile Reconnaissance of fence 

lines and security access points 
• Unattended bag processes in   

terminals and surrounding areas 
• Hostile Penetration of security 

doors and external access points 
• Vehicle Concealment  
• Full Airport Security 
• Aviation Training  
• PRM 
• Meet and Greet 
• Terminal Patrols 
• Car Park Patrols 
• Front of House Security 
• CCTV Operators 
 
Aviation Courses  
 
• GSO 
• GSS 
• ASM 
• Cargo KC 
• Cargo RA 
• In-Flight Supplies 
• Hold Baggage Reconciliation 

(Formerly known as Triple A) 
• GSAT 
• Aircraft Search Package 
• RFX 
• Introduction to Health and Safety 
• Fire Safety Awareness 
• Manual Handling 
• Ramp Safety 
• Visible and Invisible Disability 

Awareness Training 
• Safe Carriage of Electric Mobility 

Aid 
 
 

 

SES Aviation  

SES Aviation provides a range of screening services for FBOs and Airports. Based at       

London Stansted airport and with many years of security experience, our team of         

professional and knowledgeable security officers take great pride in delivering the highest 

standard of screening services. 

Meeting all DFT / CAA regulations, we are always on hand to assist and advise wherever 

needed. 

We can offer security officers and Trainers throughout the UK, either ad hoc or full time, 

as well as the management, auditing or compliance oversight of your existing team. Our 

Quality Assurance Programme and continuous on-going training and development       

programmes ensures our high standards are maintained. 

Having broken into the Aviation sector we can now offer decades of combined              

experience in a multitude of Aviation Security procedures. Whether it is airside or        

landslide, we have the ability to provide a robust and tailored service.  

Benefits of choosing SES Aviation Training 

An internationally recognised Trainer, who has operated in all major UK Airports, having 

previously had an unblemished record as a Military Officer. A UK DfT Certified Instructor 

in all areas of Aviation Security and Aviation Health & Safety. 

The advantages & benefits of using SES Aviation for your outsourced training are: 

• A competitive option 

• A cheaper option as in house trainer will have to be paid for their down time,         
holidays, pension, NI, HR processes, etc. 

• Quality of training would be always better as a training provider will have better    
updates due to many trainers availability 

• Guarantied training service whenever required 

• No hassles of audit or inspections 

• Better compliance guaranteed 

• One contact point for all areas of training like H&S, AvSec, Specialist aspects like DG, 
K9 etc.   

• Usually, all trainers are not holding CIN to deliver all areas of AvSec training where 
outsourced provider will only send relevant qualified trainer 

• Provider’s higher management monitoring support on the training quality 

• A complete, comprehensive, competitive, cheaper, cared, coordinated, effective and 
efficient option for the airport 

 
SES Aviation’s philosophy is installing a service that meets the core needs and risks of 

clients, along with crafting a tailored suite of training, development, reporting and     

planning that installs a best in class service, often exceeding the expectations in           

protecting our client’s people, assets and reputation. 

SES Aviation can provide services in a number of sectors; this aside from the additional 

services, support and expertise we can offer through our market leading business        

division’s renowned for Crowd Management, Event & Venue Security and Stewarding 

along with our establishment of education and training for both our workforce and     

client’s staff through the SES Training Academy. 


